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B.TECH.

Iheory Examination (Semester-Yf) 2015t16

POWER SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Tlne: 3 Hourc Max. Morhs: 100

Sectior-A

Attempt all parts of the following. Each part has equal
mtrks. (10x2 : Z0)

The neutral grounding irnpedance Znappears as 3Znin the
zetro-sequence equivalent circuit. Why?

Give the function of current limiting reactors.

Name the fruh in wtrich all the three sequence currents are
present and are equal.

(d) Write the relationship between base KVA, base KV and
percentage reactance?

(e) State Gauss-Seidel load flow formula.

P.T.O.

o)

(c)

(f,'oltowing Paper ID and Rolt No. to be filted in your
Answer Books)
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(g)

(h)

(r)

Mention the quantites specified and not specified at the

reference bus defined for load flow study.

Define stability of a power system.

If the two machines with inertias M, and M2 are swinging

together, what will be the inertia of the equivalent rta-
chine?

CI)

What is the effect of shunt capacitance at the terminal of
a transmission line?

What is meant by surge absorber?

Sectiotr-B

2. Attempt any five parts of the following. Each part c&r-

ries equal marks. (5x l0 : 50)

(a) Prove that zero sequence network is absent in case of
ocrurence of double line fault through certain impledance

in a power system network. Draw the zeto sequence net-

work for the system shown below in figure l.
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P.T.O.
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Fig. I
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(b) A 25 lvryAb 13.2 KV alternator with solidty groundod,
neutral has a subtransient reactance of 0.25. The negative
- and zero - sequence reactances are 0.35 and 0. I pu.

respectivelly. Determine the fault current and line to line
voltages at the fault point when a double line to ground

fault occurs at the terminals of the ahernator.

Deduce also the expression used for calculating fault cllr-
re,nt..:
Develop the rmthematical model for the load flow analysis of
a power slatem using Gauss-Seidal method and discuss its
sohilion algorithr

A 3-bus slatem is shown in figure-2 given below. The series

impedance and shunt admittance of each line are (0.01 97 + i
0.0788) PU and j0.04 pu respectively. The bus specification
and power input etc. at the buses are given in the table.

Bus P6 a" P, a Bus Voltage

I 2.4 1.0 1.04L0Plu
n
L. 0.5 1.0 [.lnqpecified

3. 1.5 0.6 l.ML0"Pu

(c)

(d)

%:1.04[9.P4

Fig. 2

Form Y. and calculate P;, Qr'and P3" by the N-R method.

Y,:l.04LJrP4

P.T.O.
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(e)

(0

Discuss point-by-point nrethod for solving swing equation for

transient stability of a power s56te,rn.

A generator operating at S0llzdelivers lpu power to an infi-

nite bus when a fault occurs and reduces the mildmum power

transferable to 0.4pu. The maxirnum power transferable before

the occurance of fauh \ryas l.75pr. The maximrm power trans-

ferabtre after clearance of frult is 1.25 pu. Coryute critical

clearing angles.

Discuss the behaviorr of a travelling wave whe,n it reaches the

end of a (i) short circuited (ii) open circuited transmission line

(iii) a line terminated by an furpedance equal to surge irryedane.

A battery with an emf E and series resistance R are connected

at t - $ to the sending end of lossless transmission tine which

is short circuited at frr end. Plot the sending end current and

voltage as the function oftirne for The time required

for a wave to travel to full length for the line is T.

P.T.O.
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Section{

Note: Attempt eny two questions of the foltowing. Each part
crrry equal marks. (15x2:30)

3. (a) Prrove that per unit impedance of the transfofiner is
independendent of side it ris referred to. A generator is
rated at 30MVA, llKV and has a reactance of 20o/o.

Calculate its per unit reactance..ftr 50IWA, 10KV base.

t8l

(b) What do you understand by reactance diagram? Discuss

in detail.
171

t8l

Fig. 3

' 
,:1

4. (a) Di*uss the behaviour of an alternator when sudden g-0

short cirsrft takes place at its terminals. Also explain the
rtrtences Xrr, X, and X, for it. U1

O Define tre $ort-circuit capacrty of fault level in power sys-

tern fid the fauh current in the figrne 3 given below, ifthe
pre-fruh voltage at fault point is 0.97 .
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5. Write short notes on :

(a) EqualArea Criterion

O) Doublelirefault.

t5I

t5I

(c) Mffs ofiryroviag rarefo# stab,iliry ofa power qmtem.

t5I

t---
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